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GENERAL GAUGE THEOREM
FOR MULTIPLICATIVE FUNCTIONALS

K. L. CHUNG AND K. M. RAO

ABSTRACT. We generalize our previous work on the gauge theorem and its

various consequences and complements, initiated in [8] and somewhat extended

by subsequent investigations (see [6]). The generalization here is two-fold.

First, instead of the Brownian motion, the underlying process is now a fairly

broad class of Markov processes, not necessarily having continuous paths. Sec-

ond, instead of the Feynman-Kac functional, the exponential of a general class

of additive functionals is treated. The case of Schrödinger operator A/2 + v,

where v is a suitable measure, is a simple special case. The most general op-

erator, not necessarily a differential one, which may arise from our potential

equations is briefly discussed toward the end of the paper. Concrete instances

of applications in this case should be of great interest.

1. Preliminaries. We begin with a Hunt process (Xt, 7t,Qt;t > 0) on (E, £)

with transition semigroup (Pf); see Chung [2] for terminology and notations.

Let

£+ — the class of £ -measurable functions which are positive (> 0).

L°° = the class of bounded <f-measurable functions.

C0 = the class of bounded continuous functions.

Co = the class of continuous functions vanishing at d where d is the one-point

compactification of E. If open D C E, then L°°(D) and Cb(D) will denote re-

spectively the restriction of L°° and Cb to D; while Co(D) the class of continuous

functions on D vanishing at do = the one-point compactification of D.

For any A E £, let

TA = inf{t > 0: Xt E A},        ta = inf{i > 0: Xt E Ac),

PAf(x) = Ex{f(X(TA));TA < oo}.

We assume that (Pf) has the strong Feller property, i.e., for each t > 0 and / G L°°,

Pf/ G Cb- The following lemma is elementary, but will be proved.

Let Ux, X > 0, denote the A-potential of (P(),
/*oo

II) Uxf(x) = e~xtPtfdt;        0</GLc
Jo'0

LEMMA 1. // (Pt) has the strong Feller property, then for each A > 0, and

f E L°°, we have

(2)_ Uxf E Cb.
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Suppose there is a Radon measure m on £ such that Ux(x, ■) -C rn(-). Let K be

a compact subset of E. Then for any X > 0 the set of measures {Ux(x, -),x E K}

is equi-absolutely continuous with respect to m, namely, for any e > 0 there exists

6 > 0 such that for all A G £ with m(A) < 6 we have

(3) supUx(x,A)<e.
xeK

PROOF. First, (2) is trivial by the dominated convergence theorem applied to

(1). It follows from (1) and Dini's theorem that if An G £, An [ and m(An) [ 0,

then

(4) sup Ux(x,An) i 0.
x€K

Now suppose (3) is false, then there exists e > 0, xn G K, m(An) < 2~n such that

Ux(xn,An) > e; a fortiori,

/ oo \

cn, (J Afc 1 > e.
k=n        /

Let xn —► x G if, then by continuity,

Ux Ix, Q AJ >e
V     k=n        J

which is a contradiction to (4).

From now on the measure m in Lemma 1 will be called a reference measure.

The assumption that there exists A > 0 such that for every x, Ux(x, ■) is absolutely

continuous with respect to m will hold throughout this paper. Using the resolvent

equation it is seen that if this is true for some A > 0, then it is true for all A > 0.

But we need not assume the finiteness of Í70. Lemma 1 is used to prove the next

result which is essential.

LEMMA 2. Let D be a relatively compact subset of E. For each e > 0 there

exists 6 > 0 such that for all B G £, B C D with m(B) < 6

sup Ex{tb} < s.

xEB

PROOF. We have for each x, and 0 < e < 1/2,

e sup Px{tb > e} < sup e /   e~tPx{rB > t} dt

x€D xëD    Jo
/■oo

< sup e /     e-'Px{AtGP}cii

i6D    ■'0

= e sup U1(x,B).
x£D

By Lemma 1 the last supremum is less than e2/e provided that m(B) is small

enough. Then by the Markov property

sup Px{tb > ne} < en
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and hence for all x

oo oo

Ex{e~1rB} <J2pX{^lrB >n}<^en = (l- e)~\

0 0

i.e. Ex[tb\ <e(l-e)~l < 2s.

COROLLARY.   For t > 0, we have

(5) sup Px{tb >t} <s/t.
x

A function / G <f+ is excessive iff / > Ptf for £ > 0 and / = limtm Ptf ■ An

excessive function is called a potential iff Pkc/ converges to zero almost everywhere

as the compact set K increases to E. Let V be a potential which moreover belongs

to Co- Then it is known [1, Chapter 4, Theorems 3.8 and 3.13] that V has a

representation as follows:

(6) V(x) = ExU     dAt\=Ex{Aoc}

where {At, t > 0} is a unique increasing continuous additive functional with A0 = 0.

We shall also use the notation

(7) UAf(x) = ExU™f(Xt)dAt\

for suitable /; so that V — UA1.

It follows from the definition of additive functional that for í > 0 and s > 0

(8) At+s = At + Aso0t.

Here for each t > 0:

(9) Ex{At}=V(x)-PtV(x)

is continuous in x because PtV is by the strong Feller assumption. Since At { 0 as

t i 0, it follows by Dini's theorem and the assumption V G Co that

(10) limEx{At} = 0

uniformly in x G E.

2.  Define the functional

(11) e(t) = eA(t) = eA^.

Thus {e(t),t > 0} is a multiplicative functional. Its first basic property is given by

Lemma 3.

LEMMA 3.   There exist constants C > 1 and b > 0 such that

(12) sup Ex{e(t)} <Cebt.
xeE

PROOF. By (10), there exists t0 > 0 such that

supPx{Aio}<0<l.
xeE
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Hence for all x, 0 < t < to, and n > 2,

^Ex{(At)n} = Ex U (At - As)d(As)n~1 j

= W/ At.a(0a)d{Aa)n-1\

= EXU Ex°\At-s]d(As)n-lX

<6Ex{(At)n~1}.

Therefore, by induction we have for all x:

EX{A?} < nWn,

oo

(13) £*{e>b}<£> =

n=0

Since by (8),

eAt+s =eAtfeA,,gj^

we obtain for (n — l)to < t < nto,

Ex{eA>} < 1/(1-6»)".

This is equivalent to the assertion in (12).

COROLLARY.   For any n > 0,

limsup^iletO-in =0.

PROOF OF THE COROLLARY. Observe that for a > 0, ea - 1 < aea. Then

Ex[\e(t) - 1|"] < Ex(e(t)n - 1) = P^ie"-4' - 1} < Ex{(nAt)enA'}

<nEx{A2ty/2(Ex{e2nA'})1/2.

Observe that supx EX{A2} < supx 2Ex{At}2 -> 0 as í -> 0 by (10) and

sup  sup Ex{e2nA'} < oo
x    0<t<l

by (12) applied to 2nA.

Lemma 2 will now be sharpened. Note first of all that if m(B) is small enough,

then tb < oo a.s. We shall assume this below.

LEMMA  4.   Under the conditions of Lemma 2, there exists 6 > 0 such that if

m(B) < 8, then

(14) supEx{e(rB)} < oo.
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PROOF. If Px{tb = 0} = 1, then Ex{e(rB)} = 1. Otherwise Px{rB = 0} = 0

and we have

oo

Ex{e(rB)} = J2 Ex{n < TB;e(n)Ex"{0 <rB< l;e(rB)}}

n=0

oo

<^P*{n<rB;e(n)Px"{e(l)}}

n=0

CO

<CxJ2Ex{n<rB;e(n)}
n=0

where

Cx =supPx{e(l)} <oo

by Lemma 3. The sum above is bounded by

oo

Y,Px{n<TByl2Ex{e2A^}l>2.

n=0

Since {2At} is the additive functional associated with 2V which satisfies the same

conditions as V, Lemma 3 applied to {2At} yields

supEx{e2A^}<C2enb\

xeE

with some C2 > 0 and b2 > 0. Hence the sum in question is bounded by

oo

(15) YdPx{n<TByl2Ci2'\nb*l2.

n=0

Now by the Corollary of Lemma 2, there exists 6 > 0 such that if B C D and

m(B) < 6 then for all x
Px{l<TB}<e-2b2.

It follows by the Markov property that

Px{n < tb} < exp(-2n¿>2).

Using this in (15) we see that the series converges.

The proof given above may be easily improved to show that the quantity in (14)

converges to 1 as 6 J. 0.

3. The gauge theorem. We generalize the assumptions described in §1 to a

function V = V^1*1 — V^ where each V^\ i = 1,2, satisfies the conditions for V in

§1. Let A^\ i = 1,2, be the continuous increasing additive functional generating

V(') as in (6). Thus A = A^1' - A^ is a continuous additive functional generating

V as in (6), where {At, t > 0} is of bounded variation in [0, oo) in t. Put

(16) A* =A(1'+A(2).

As before we write e(t) — eA(t) — eA^.

Let D be a nonempty open subset of E. We define the function

(17) g{x) = Ex{eA(rD)},        xGD.
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Note that we are not assuming rB < oo; on {rD = oo}, |Aoo| < A^ is almost surely

finite by (6). As shown above g G £+. We call g the gauge for (D,A). This term

was introduced in [8] in the special case when A is a Brownian motion and

A(t) = [ q(Xs)ds    for q G L°°(D).
Jo

This case where q is in an appropriate class of functions will be referred to later as

the old case. Since then several generalizations have been given, for the latest see

[6]. The gauge theorem will be proved in the present framework in two stages. In

the first stage, our previous assumptions suffice but the conclusion is weaker than

in previously known special cases. Another assumption will be needed to bring it

to full fruition.

We begin with the process XD obtained by killing X outside D.  Namely, let

D U {d} be the one-point compactification of D, and define

Xt    on {t < td},

d      on {t > td}.
xtD = {

The transition semigroup of {Xf, t > 0} will be denoted by {PtD}, so that

PtDf(x)=Ex{t<TD;f(Xt)}

for / G £+(D) with f(d) = 0. We write also for A > 0,

UD'xf(x) = j™ e'xtPtDf(x) dx = Ex |^°° e-xtf(XtD) dt J .

For A > 0, this is just the Green operator for D. We shall call XD the "trace of X

on D". It is a Hunt process; notations such as "excessive", "finely continuous" for

the trace will be prefixed by the letter D. We begin with an essential lemma.

LEMMA 5.   The gauge function g is D-finely continuous, and g G £ -

PROOF. It is known [1, Chapter 2] that excessive functions are finely continuous,

so is a difference of excessive functions. Now

e(rD) - 1 = f ° exp(A(rD) - At)dAt = f ° exp(A(rD)(0t)) dAt
Jo Jo

so that if A = AW -A*2»,

E-{e(TD)} -Í + E- UTD e(TD)(0t) dA{t2) J = ZT j jT° e(TD)(0t) dA¡1] } ,

i.e.,

g(x) - 1 + E- |£D g(Xt)dA?] J = E- {£D g(Xt) dA

The last two functions are D-excessive. It is known that excessiveness implies

nearly Borel measurability. Hence under Hypothesis (L), g G £ [1, Chapter 5].

Since UD'X < C/A < m by the assumptions of Lemma 1, (L) holds for XD.
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THEOREM l. Suppose D is nonempty open and relatively compact. Then the

set F = {x G D: g(x) < 00} is absorbing relative to D, namely, for any x G F,

Px{rp < td} = 0. Moreover, g is actually bounded on F.

PROOF. Let x G F and K be any compact subset of D \ F. By the strong

Markov property

(18) 00 > g(x) > EX{TK < td; eA^T^g(X(TK))}.

Since K is closed, X(Tk) E K; since g is finely continuous by Lemma 5, g(X(Tn)) =

00 on {Tk < td}- On the other hand, almost surely,

exp(A(7V)) = exp(A^(TK) - A™(TK))

is strictly > 0 because EX{A^(TK)} < EX{A(¿]} = V^(x) < 00 for all x. It

follows from (18) that Px{Tk < td} = 0. This being true for all compact subsets

K of D C P (which belongs to £ ), we conclude that

Px{Td\f<td}=0.

Thus F is absorbing as asserted.

Next, since m is a Radon measure, m(F) < 00; hence we can choose N so large

that B — Dn{N < g < 00} has measure m(B) < 6, so that Lemma 4 is applicable.

Then we have if x E B,

(19) g(x) = Ex{tb = TD;e(TB)} + Ex{tb < td;e(TB)g(X(TB))}.

The first term on the right side of (19) is bounded by M (say) by Lemma 4. Px-a.s.

on {tb < td}, X(tb) does not belong to D \ F because P is absorbing, hence it

must belong to the fine closure of {g < N}. Since g is finely continuous the latter

is just {g < N}. Therefore the second term on the right side of (19) is bounded by

MN. It follows that on B, g is bounded by M + MN; on P \ B it is by N. The

theorem is proved. (Nothing can be said of the value of g on (dD) \ (Dc)reg; but

see later.)

THEOREM 2. Suppose in addition to previous assumptions that for some A > 0

the set of measures

(20) {UD>x(x,-),xED}

are mutually equivalent.  Then either g = 00 in D, or g is bounded in E.

PROOF. We have proved in Theorem 1 that there exists a constant C such that

F = {g < C}. Hence F is finely closed and D\F is finely open. If it is not empty,

let xo E D\F, then UD,x(xo,D\ F) > 0. Under the new assumption this implies

UD'x(x, D\ F) > 0 for any x E F, which is impossible by Theorem 1 unless F is

empty. Therefore either F or D \ F is empty; if the latter, then g is bounded on

D = F as just reiterated.

Next, let x E dD and not regular for Dc, then

g(x) = \miEx{t < TD;e(t)g(Xt)} < limEx{t < TD;e(t)}C
¿10 i|0

since g < C in D. By the Corollary after Lemma 3, this implies g(x) < C. For x

regular for Dc, of course g(x) = 1. Hence g is bounded in all of E.
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Let us state here the open problem of the extension of the gauge theorem to the

case where D is a general open set. The problem is open even in the case where

A(t)= [ q(Xs)ds.
Jo

In order to strengthen the results above we shall need the strong Feller property

for (PD). A recent result by Chung [3] states that if the original (Pt) has both the

Feller and strong Feller properties then for each nonempty open set D, (P/3) also

has both properties provided every point of dD is regular for Dc. (We say then D

is regular.) In this case of course the process XD as well as A is a Feller process,

a particular case of Hunt process. As in [3] we shall call such a process "doubly

Feller". Under this assumption Lemma 5 has a complement.

LEMMA 6. If (Pt) is doubly Feller, then the gauge function g is lower semicon-

tinuous in E.

PROOF. Note that since Pf is strong Feller for each bounded Borel function /,

E'{t < TD;e(t)f(Xt)} is also continuous in D.We have

g(x) = fini Î Ex{t < TD;e(TD)} = limiJ^i < TD;e(t)g(Xt)}

= lim Î lim î Ex{t < td; e(t)(g(Xt) A n)}
t{0      nîoo

and the last expectations are continuous in x as noted above.

Returning to Theorem 1, under the new assumption the set F = {g < oo} =

{g < C} is closed and D\F = D(~\{g = oo} is open. We can now give another

sufficient condition for the gauge theorem.

PROPOSITION 7. Let the D in Theorem 1 be also connected. Suppose for some

A>0,
UD'X(x,dy)=uD>x(x,y)m(dy)

and that for all x E D,

(23) limuD'x(x,y) > 0.
y—>x

Then either g = oo in D or g is bounded in D.

PROOF. We may suppose that P is not empty and prove that D \ F is empty.

Otherwise let x0 E d(D\F)i)D. Then x E F since P is closed. Since F is absorbing

with respect to XD, we have UD'X(x0, D\F) =0, hence

(24) uD'x(xo,y)=0,    for m-a.e. y E D \ F.

Let B be any neighborhood of x0; then B n (D \ F) is nonempty open and so

m(BCi(D\F)) > 0. Therefore (24) contradicts (23) and the proposition is proved.

The condition (23) seems contrived but actually can be easily verified in concrete

cases, such as Brownian motion. More generally let us suppose that U°(x,dy) —

u(x, y)m(dy) and the following conditions are satisfied:

(25) For all xEE: u°(x,x) = oo,

For each e > 0, u(x, y) is bounded for all (x, y) satisfying p(x, y) >

e, where p is a metric for the topology.
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Then we have

UD'°(x,dy) = uD(x,y)m(dy),

uD(x,y)=u(x,y)-Ex{u(X(TD),y)}

and it is easy to check from (25) that

lim u   (x, y) = +00.
y—tx

We are indebted to Liao Ming regarding the conditions (25). Conditions similar

to these in (25) were used by Chung and Rao in [8], and in Liao's dissertation

(Stanford University, 1984) in a general study of potential theory.

Suppose that (Pt) is doubly Feller. Define a semigroup {Qt,t > 0} as

Qtf(x) = Ex{e(t)f(Xt)};

then define

Qf,f(x) = Ex{t<TD;e(t)f(Xt)}

where D is nonempty, open, not necessarily relatively compact.   It is proved in

Chung [3] that both {Qt} and {Qf} are strongly Feller provided {e(i)} satisfies

the following conditions:

(a) for some t > 0,

sup  sup Ex{e(s)} < 00;

(b) for each t > 0, there exists a > 1 such that

supPx{e(i)a}<oo;

x€E

(c) for each compact subset K of E, we have

limsupPx{|e(i)-l|}=0.
<i0 x€K

(d) Qt is doubly Feller; Q^ is doubly Feller provided D is regular.

To verify these conditions, consider e*(t) — eA*(t) where A* is defined in (16).

Then

sup  e(s) < e*(t).
0<s<t

Hence (a) is true by Lemma 3 applied to e*(t), namely A*(t) instead of A(t) there.

Since e(t)a = eaA(t), (b) is true by Lemma 3 applied to aA instead of A.   (c) is

proved in the Corollary after Lemma 3, by replacing A with A* there.

We can now sharpen Lemma 6, indeed for a more general situation.

THEOREM 3. Suppose (Pt) is doubly Feller, D is nonempty, open and regular.

If the gauge for D is bounded in D, then it is continuous in E.

PROOF. Using our new notation

Q{x) = V™Q?9{x)

where for each t > 0, Qf g E Cb because {Qf} has the strong Feller property and

g is assumed to be bounded. Now

(26) 0 < g(x) - Qfg'x) = Px{t > rD;e(rD)} < Px{t > TD;e*(t)}

<Px{t>TD}1/2Ex{e2A~Wy/2.
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By Lemma 3 applied to 2A*,

supEx{e2A'^}<C(t)<oo
x€E

where C(t) is a constant depending on t. Since (Pt) is doubly Feller,

limsupPx{i >td} = 0
tlOx€K

for each compact K in D; see Lemma 2 of [3], the crucial Lemma there. It follows

from (26) that Q^g converges uniformly to g in each K, and so g is continuous in

D.
Since D is regular, g = 1 on Dc. It remains to prove that as x E D, x —» z G dD,

g(x) converges to 1. Indeed

g(x) - 1 = Ex{e(TD) -l;rD<t} + Ex{e(rD) - 1;t < rD};

\g(x) - 1| < Ex{eA.(t) - 1} + Ex{\e(t)g(Xt) - 1\; t < td}-

The first term tends to zero as t —> 0 by Lemma 3 applied to A*. For the second

term we have

Ex{\e(t)g(Xt) -l\;t< rD} < CEx{e2(t)y'2(Px(t < td))1/2 + Px{t < td}

since g < C, supxsup0<i<1 Ex{e(t)2} < oo, and Px(t < td) -* 0 as x —> dD, the

second term also tends to zero.

The following complement to the gauge theorem is easy but important. It does

not depend on the latter and holds for any open set D.

PROPOSITIONS.   infxeE g(x) > 0.

PROOF. By Jensen's inequality

g(x) > Ex{e-A(2)^T^} > e-^lA^(rD)}_

Since

supPx{A(2)(rD)} < supU(2)(z) <oo,
x€E xeE

the proposition follows.

4. Consequences of bounded gauge. In this section we assume that the

gauge for (D, A) is bounded, when D is a nonempty open set, not necessarily

relatively compact. We shall deduce several consequences from this, some of which

are strictly stronger than the initial assumptions. Note that the boundedness of

the gauge for (D,A) does not imply that for (D,A*). Nevertheless we have the

following useful result.

THEOREM 4.   We have

(27) sup Ex if * eA(t)dA*t\ < oo.
x£E I/o J

PROOF. We begin with the calculus formula

i" eA'^dA*(t) = eA"^ -1.
Jo
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Since A(t) < A*(t) it follows that

(28) Ex U eA(t)dA*(t)\ < Ex{eA.(t)} - 1 < C(t)

where C(t) is a constant depending on t but not x, by Lemma 3 applied to A'

Now we have, writing r for td and e(t) for eA(t) below,

UT -, i"   oo      rrf\(n + l) )

e(t)dAtj =^|E/An e{t)dA*(t)\

= £Px^n<r;/ e(i)cL4t*

n = 0 I ■'" J

= ¿ Px |n < r; e(n)Ex" { jf™ e(t) dA\ J J

OO

<C(l)Y,Ex{n<T;e(n)}

n=0

by (28). The convergence of the series in (29) is proved in the following lemma.

LEMMA 9.   For every 6 > 0, there exists a constant C(6) such that

oo

n=0

PROOF. Since the proof is the same for any 6 > 0 we take 6 — 1. For each

x G D the quantity Ex{n < t; e(r)} decreases to zero. Hence for any e > 0, we can

choose N and a set F such that supxeF EX{N < r; e(r)} < e and m(D \F) < e.

By choosing a compact subset of P if necessary we may assume that P itself is

compact. Here e is such that supx Ex{(e(rx))2} < 2 where tx = td\f- This is

possible by the remark immediately after the proof of Lemma 4. We have

Px{2A<r;e(r)} < EX{N < tx; e(r)} + Ex{tx < N,2N < T;e(r)}

< |i!?||ooPx{A < TX;e(TX)} + Ex{Tx < T;e(rx)Ex^[N < r;e(r)]}.

The first term above can be estimated by Px{e2(ri)}1/2Px(r1 > A)1/2 which is

uniformly small if N is large, by Corollary to Lemma 2. On the set {tx < r},

XTl G F so that the second is bounded by 2e. Thus for large N,

supEx{N <t;c(t)}
X

is small. Now from Proposition 8, g is bounded from below, say g > m. Then

EX{N < r;e(N)} < ^EX{N < r,e(N)g(XN)}

< -EX{N <r;e(r)}.
m

Therefore we see that for N large enough

supPx{A<r;e(A)} < a < 1.
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By the Markov property for any k:

supEx{kN < T;e(kN)} < ak.
X

Further if j < N:

Ex{kN+j < T;e(kN + j)} = Ex{j < r;e(j)Ex^{kN < r;e(kN)}}

<ak  sup  Ex{e(j)} = akM.
x,]<N

All these inequalities give

oo     N

J2 Ex{n < t; e(n)} = J^ E Ex{kN + j < t; e(kN + j)}
n k=0j=l

<NMf:ak = P*- = C(l).
-        ¿¿ 1-a

Finally we have

g(x) = Y^Ex[n8 <r<(n + 1)8;e(r)]

<Y,Ex[n8 < T;e(n8)g(XnS)} < \\g\U J2EX[n6 < r;e(n6)]

which proves the result.

The following consequence is stronger than the gauge theorem.

Theorem 5.

(31) supPx<    sup   eA(t) > < oo.
x€D l0<t<TD J

PROOF. We have

PA(t) = 1+ [ eA(s)dA(s) < 1+ [ eA(s)dA*(t
Jo Jo

hence
l-TD

sup   eA(t)<l+ eA(s)dA*(s)
0<t<rD Jo

and (31) follows from (27).

Corollary.

g(x) = Ex
¡•td

/      e(t)
Jo

dAt + 1.

PROOF. We can use Fubini by (27).

Before we proceed let us state several properties that are equivalent to the bound-

edness of the gauge. These are similar to Theorem 3.2 in [8] but somewhat im-

proved. Recall the notation Q® from §3.

THEOREM 6. Any one of the following propositions is equivalent to the bound-

edness of the gauge.

(i) For some 6 > 0 and some x,

(32) £Q£i( x) < 00.
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(ii) For all 8 > 0, and all x, (32) is true.

(iii) For some x,
/•OO

/     Q?l(x)dt < oo.
Jo

(iv) There exists t such that

supQfl(i) < 1.
xeD

(v) There exists C > 0 and b > 0 suc/i that

sup Qf l(:c) <Ce-fct.
x€£>

PROOF. That (iv) and (v) are equivalent is by the usual use of the Markov

property and (v) clearly implies (i). Of course (ii) implies (i). In short, the following

equivalences are clear or easy:

(iv) « (v);  (v) => (i);  (ii) => (i).

If (i) is valid then g(x) < 00 and hence bounded by the Gauge Theorem. By Lemma

9 then (ii) is valid and in the course of the proof of Lemma 9 we also saw that (iv)

is valid. We now show that (i) is equivalent to (iii).

Fix x and suppose (32) is true. We have

/•oo 00      i-nè+ë 00      rnô+S

/     Qtl(x)dt = Y, Qtl(x)dt = Y2 Ex[t<T;e(t)]dt
Jo q    J nö q    J n6

00      rnS + S""      rno + o

= J2 Ex\n8 < t; e(nô)Ex(n6) [t - nS < t; e(t - n6)\] dt
0    Jno

oo

<CY,Ex[n8 <r;e(n6)] < 00

0

where C = supxEx{eA-(l)}.

Suppose now that (iii) holds. For n6 < t < (n+ 1)8 we have

Q(n+i)6l{x) = Ex[(n + 1)8 < T;e(n8 + 8)} < Ex[t < r; e(n8 + 8)\

= Ex[t < t; e(t)Ex< [e((n + 1)6 - t)}} < CEx[t < r; e(r)]

where C is as before. Hence

Qnc+c.l(x)<C8-ï   [ Qtl(x)dt
Jn6

and the quantity in (i) is bounded by 1 + C8~l L   Qtl(x)dt.   Thus all five are

equivalent to the boundedness of the gauge.

5. The super gauge theorem. This is another consequence of the bounded-

ness of the gauge, which asserts that if the gauge for (D, A) is bounded then so is

it for (D, (1 + e)A) for sufficiently small e > 0. This phenomenon has an intuitive

base in the old case, having to do with eigenvalues (spectrum) of an associated

Schrödinger operator. See §6. We shall give two distinct proofs of this interesting

result. The first is more direct and similar to the old treatment. The second relates

it to the recent development in "bounded mean oscillations (BMO)" and is included

here on account of this amusing connection.
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THEOREM 7.   // the gauge is bounded (in E) then there exists e > 0 such that

(33) supPx{e(rD)1+£} < oo.
x€E

PROOF. By Theorem 6, there exists t such that for all x G D,

(34) Qfl(x) = Ex{t<TD;e(t)}<l.

Consider

(35) Ex{\e(t)1+£-e(t)\} = Ex{e(t)\e(ty-l\}

<Ex{e(t)2y/2Ex{\eeAW -1\2}1/2

< C(t)Ex{\e£A{t) - 1|2}1/2,

where C(t) is a constant independent of x, by Lemma 3 applied to 2A. We have

|g«*(*)_l| <e«A'(*)_i.

Now since A* is increasing

eeA

Hence

«) - 1 = f e£A'{shdA*(s) < eeeA'^A*(t).
Jo

Ex{,eeA-(t) _ 1)2} < £2Ex{e2eA'(t)A*,t^ < ¿ïç,^

by Lemma 3. It follows from this and (35) that as e j 0, Ex{\e{t)1+£ - e(t)\}

converges to zero uniformly in z G P. Therefore by (34), if e is sufficiently small

supPx{t<rD;e(i)1+£} < 1.
x€E

But eA(t)1+£ = e<i+e)A(t). Hence by Theorem 6(iv) applied to (l+e)A we conclude

that the gauge for (D, (1 + e)A) is bounded.
For the second proof of Theorem 7 we introduce the probability measure, for

A G Joo,

(36) Mx(A) = -¡-Ex{eA(TD)lA},        x E E,
9(x)

where g is the gauge for (D,A). This is well defined since g > 0 by Proposition

8, and Mx(Q) = 1 since g(x) < oo. Now we compute the conditional expectation.

Put JtT = Jtl(Kr) where r = td,

(37) MX{A*T - A*t\Jt} = Mx{A*T(6t)\7tr}

= -±-)Ex{e(t)(e(T)A*T)(et)\?tT}

1

g{x)
Ex{t<T;e(t)Ex'{e(T)A'T}\?;}.

But for all x E D,

Ex{e(T)A*T} = Ex^j\(T)dA^=Ex^j\(t)Ex'{e(T)}dAl^

<\\g\\00ExU e(t)dA¡\<Ci
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by Theorem 4. Hence the quantity in (37) is bounded by

J-Ex{t<T;e(t)}Cx <^EX{ sup e(t)\ci
g(x) c2      [o<t<T      J

where C2 is a lower bound for g by Proposition 8. By Theorem 5, the last quantity

is bounded in D. Thus there exists a constant C such that for all x E D,

mx{a;-a;\?;}<c.

Now replace A* by s A* above, then for s < C-1, we obtain

Mx{e(A;-A¡)\7tT}<e<l.

It follows by Theorem 109 (John-Nirenberg) in [9, p. 193] that

Px{e(1+eM(r)} = Ex{e(T)eeA.(T)} = g(x)Mx{e£A'} < oo.

A curious consequence of the super gauge theorem is that either there exists

So > 0 such that the gauge for (D, (1 + e)A) is bounded for all e < £q, but infinite

for £ = £o, or it is bounded for (D,pA) for all p > 0. The latter holds e.g. if

A = —A'2'. Let us add that by the super gauge theorem, all previous results

such as Theorems 4 and 5 are valid when the A there is replaced by (1 + e)A for

sufficiently small £ > 0. For instance,

sup Px <   sup   eA(t)1+£ \ < oo.
i€ß U<t<ro J

An interesting application of the super gauge theorem will be given in §6. For

another application in the old case see Chung [4].

6. Green potentials.  We call the function

(38) UDf(x) = Ex{£D /(At)di}= jT PtDf(x)dt,        /GL°°(P>),

the Green potential of /. Indeed if X is the Brownian motion in Rd, d > 1, this is

the classical Green potential. Here we need D to be relatively compact to ensure

that td < oo a.s.; otherwise we have to consider UD'X for A > 0 as in §1. For

the sake of simplicity we shall assume (for the first time in this paper) that A is

transient in the sense that for each compact subset K of E,

(39) U(x,K)=ExM°°lK(Xt)dt\

is a bounded function in E. Then it follows that for all relatively compact open

sets D supxeE Ex{td} < oo, so that the Green potential in (38) is bounded in E.

Now, with the additive functional A specified above, we generalize the notion as

follows:

(40) VDf(x) = Ex ¡JTD eA(t)f(Xt) dt\ = y°° Q?f(x) dt.

[Note that this expression is given in Theorem 6, (iii).] This will be called the

A-Green function, so that UD becomes the O-Green potential. There is a simple

relation between these, given in the old case in Chung [5]. It is easily extended to

the present more general case; but we shall spell out half of it below.
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THEOREM 8.   Assume the gauge is bounded.  We have

(41) VDf = UDf + E-ljTD eA(s)UDf(Xs)dAs\

= UDf + E-{jTJvDf(Xs)dAs\.

PROOF. We may assume / G L°£(D). As just remarked, UDf is bounded. We

have, writing r for td, e(t) for eA(t):

(42) ExijT e(s)UDf(Xs)dAs\ = Ex if e(s)Ex° if f(Xr)dr\ dAs\

= Ex\j  e(s) j  f(Xr)drdAs\.

In order to reverse the order of integration above, we note that |dAs| < dA*, and

Ex if e(s) f f(Xr) drdAl } = Ex i f e(s)UDf(Xs) dA*s \ < oo

by Theorem 4. Therefore, we can reverse the order of integration in (42) and obtain

Exiff(Xr) fe(s)dAsdr\ = Ex i f f(XT)[e(r) - 1] dr J

= VDf(x)-UDf(x).

This establishes the first relation in (41); the second is similar.

Theorem 8 is the integrated form of relations between the infinitesimal generators

of the semigroups (PtD) and (Qf)- In the old case, when X is the Brownian motion,

and

A(t)=  [  q(Xs)ds
Jo

for an appropriate class of functions q, these are the Laplacian A/2 and Schrodinger

operators A/2 + q, respectively, and (A/2 + q)VDf = —f.

In the general case recalling (6) and (7) of §1, we define the Revuz measure (see

[10]) associated with UA1 as follows: for ep g L°°

pA(cp) =limí^1  i Ex | j ep(Xs)dAs\m(dx)

where m is a reference measure. Then the Revuz measure associated with the

UAf in (7) is given by / • pA. In the old case where A(t) = f0 q(Xs)ds we have

pA = q ■ m. Now put u — VDf, and

Bt= [ f{X?)ds+ [ u(X?)dAs.
Jo Jo

Then by the second relation in (41), we have

u(x) = Ex{B00},        xGD.

Hence the Revuz measure associated with u is given by

(43) ps = / -m + u- pA.
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In the old case this reduces to

PB = (f + uq) ■ m.

Since in that case q is also given by

(44) q = (-2~lA)UAl

this shows

-2_1Au = f + uq

or

(45) (2-1A + q)u = -f;

namely that u is a solution of the nonhomogeneous Schrödinger equation above.

In the cases where the Laplacian operator in (44) is replaced by a more general

differential operator, an equation similar to (45) results. Moreover, the old case

may be slightly generalized so that the measure q ■ m becomes a Radon measure

v. That is an easy consequence of our general theorem applied to the additive

functional generated by Uv.

A remarkable connection between the gauge and A-Green potential will now be

discussed. Consider the functions for / G L°£(D) and x G D,

cp(x) = Ex L(td) f° f(Xt)dt\

= Ex ||TD f(Xt)Ex>\e(TD)] dt} = Px iyff e(t)g(Xt)f(Xt)dt} .

It follows at once by Proposition 8 that when the gauge is bounded ep(x) ~ VDf(x)

where for two positive functions epx and ej>2 we use the notation cf>x ~ ef>2 to denote

that epx/ef>2 is both bounded above and away from zero.

Next by the super gauge theorem, for sufficiently small e we have

supPx{e(rD)1+£} <MX < oo.
x

Now by Holder's inequality,

i/rro x(l+£)/eW(1+e>

ep(x) < Ex{e(TDy+£y'(l+£)Ex I U      f(Xt)dt\ \

We may choose e so that (1 + e)/e — p is an even integer. Then by an argument

we have used before in the proof of Lemma 3, if

sup UD f(x) = M2 < oo,
xEE

we have

EX{(f° I(Xt)dt)P}<p\MV.

Consequently there exists M:

(46) sup cp(x) < M sup UDf(x),
xeE xeE

where M = Mx(p\)1^p. (Mi depends on p.)
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In the old case when A is the Brownian motion and

A(t)= [ q(Xs)ds
Jo

and when dD is smooth, say of the class C1*1, Zhao [6] proved that there exists M

such that for all x, cfr(x) < MUD f(x). The result above is a weaker version of this

but valid in our general case without any assumption on dD.
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